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As Senior Leaders of Education 
our career is a learning journey…….

Oaklands Community School, Lordshill, Southampton – where I 
discovered, learned and developed further my beliefs about 
learning

A secondment as a Teacher Advisor for Curriculum 
Differentiation, and two Deputy Headships later…………………



Two Hampshire Local Authority schools

• Both in serious need of swift improvement
• One RI (Satisfactory) 1997-2010
• Judged  ‘Outstanding’ in 2004, and again in 2010

• The second (Special Measures)    2012 – date
• Judged  ‘Good’ (didn’t touch RI) and came out at the swiftest 

rate of a secondary school in Hampshire in memory (4 HMI 
visits)



As an National Leader of Education
working in several ‘Gaining Ground’ schools

The key to success: 

Focus and Consistency – a.k.a ‘stickability!’

Relentlessness …..
keep coming back to check that it’s getting better!



The focus

Progress (effective and better) for every individual child
‘Every child matters’
Knowing what you believe, being clear and articulate 
about that, sharing and building capacity
Relentlessness and ‘explicity’ everywhere

And always a powerful emphasis on how children learn



What are the characteristics of a learning 
culture?



Leadership in schools is about being ‘restless!’

Moving forward every day

Being alive to what’s coming over the hill

Being ready to meet it, with strong colleagues who share the 
passion

Listening to the children



Raising standards

The best way to improve my school has been to ask the 
children about their learning
Many ways to do this…

I wonder what the children would say about learning in 
your school   www ebi

So…….. What do they say most recently in my school?



What do we do with this information, how do we analyse it?
And then ………..so what?



Systematic evaluation

Built into the school calendar

How do we manage this information?
How do we utilise it to effect school improvement and deeper 
learning?
How do we assess the impact?



Developing ‘deep’ learning

Ofsted criterion:

‘Teachers check pupils’ understanding systematically and 
effectively in lessons, offering clearly directed and timely 
support’

From a learning walk how do you know the learning is/was 
deep?  (ensuring ‘mastery’)



The critical factor….

Rich and continuous professional learning for every 
professional working in the school

Teachers who self evaluate and believe that observation is the best 
way to share good practice

Professional development for leaders at every level

And that ‘learning culture?’ e.g. a supportive but challenging 
environment, OK to take risks, learn from mistakes, on-going 
discussion, sharing ideas……



Coherence 

Professional Learning plans linked to School Improvement Plans 
and Department Improvement Plans, linked to Performance 
Management targets, a continuum

Happens everywhere, every day

Mostly in school and between schools



Some courses where essential, but importantly in 
school:

For example:
Staff briefing
Line management
Learning walks and feedback
Coaching 
Learning partners, each with a responsibility to each other
Task groups
Middle leaders
Learning together groups
Providing leadership opportunities
Everyone a leader
Personal Learning Plans
Teachers reflections on the teachers they learned from best!



The model ‘morphs!’

From ‘telling’ to ‘organic’
Leadership is all about learning, and learning alongside 
the team

Head Learner

Exciting!



No substitute for:

Knowing your school and your teachers’ skills well, is 
crucial  (and support staff!)

Getting ‘out there!’

Useful models for consideration:
‘On reflection!’
Teachers teaching teachers
‘speed dating’



A recent initiative

Senior Team Saturday – reflecting on priorities (with an ‘expert!’)

Same expert in school to follow up within 3 weeks

Paired lessons observations – 3 outstanding practitioners,  2 who 
need to improve their own practice and that of their Department 
teams

The focus:  learning and progress in every lesson for every child



Next steps

• Pair up observers
• More observations
• Feedback and discussion
• Pupil interviews
• Training on coaching skills
• Sharing work so far with full Middle Leader team
• Setting a challenge



Some ideas that might be useful

• Calendar
• Teaching analysis grid and Department analysis 
• Subject categorisation spread sheet (also used for 

Line Management agendas)
• Leadership development toolkit
• School Improvement Plan
• Teaching and Learning (on one side of A4)
• Assessment for Learning (ditto!)



Subject Categorisation
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Teacher skills audit – July 2014



2015



November 2015



Calendar – A quality assurance system



Email: F.Martin@clere.hants.sch.uk
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